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abstract: Cannibalism occurs in a majority of both carnivorous
and noncarnivorous animal taxa from invertebrates to mammals.
Similarly, infectious parasites are ubiquitous in nature. Thus, interactions between cannibalism and disease occur regularly. While some
adaptive beneﬁts of cannibalism are clear, the prevailing view is that
the risk of parasite transmission due to cannibalism would increase
disease spread and, thus, limit the evolutionary extent of cannibalism
throughout the animal kingdom. In contrast, surprisingly little attention has been paid to the other half of the interaction between cannibalism and disease, that is, how cannibalism affects parasites. Here we
examine the interaction between cannibalism and parasites and show
how advances across independent lines of research suggest that cannibalism can also reduce the prevalence of parasites and, thus, infection risk
for cannibals. Cannibalism does this by both directly killing parasites in
infected victims and by reducing the number of susceptible hosts, often
enhanced by the stage-structured nature of cannibalism and infection.
While the well-established view that disease should limit cannibalism
has held sway, we present theory and examples from a synthesis of the
literature showing how cannibalism may also limit disease and highlight
key areas where conceptual and empirical work is needed to resolve this
debate.
Keywords: cannibalism, transmission, parasite, disease, trophic transmission, epidemic.

Introduction
Cannibalism, the consumption of conspeciﬁcs, is widespread among animal species (Fox 1975; Polis 1981; Smith
and Reay 1991; Ibáñez and Keyl 2010; Richardson et al.
2010). Understanding why cannibalism arises and how it is
maintained in animal populations has long fascinated and
challenged researchers (Fox 1975; Polis 1981; Elgar and Crespi
1992). Theory predicts that cannibalistic behavior should be
determined by a balance between its costs (e.g., risk of injury
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or loss of inclusive ﬁtness when harming kin) and beneﬁts
(e.g., gains in nutrition, reduction in competition; Polis 1981;
Stenseth 1985; Elgar and Crespi 1992; Pfennig 1997; Richardson et al. 2010; Rudolf et al. 2010). The risk of infection is
widely expected to select against cannibalism as well, since
individuals are more likely to contract parasites when consuming conspeciﬁc versus heterospeciﬁc victims, which imposes a signiﬁcant cost on cannibalistic behavior (Pfennig
2000). Yet evidence for disease imposing strong or widespread
selection against cannibalistic behavior is limited and equivocal, despite the ubiquity of parasites and cannibalistic taxa
(Reed et al. 1996; Rudolf and Antonovics 2007; Bolker et al.
2008; Sadeh et al. 2016). In this review and synthesis, we argue
that it is important to consider the ecological and evolutionary
effects of cannibalism on the parasite and its subsequent
impact on parasite transmission. While this is rarely done,
existing evidence suggests that when we consider the feedback between parasites and cannibalism, cannibalism may
be more likely to reduce parasite prevalence and thus limit
the negative effects of parasites on cannibalistic behavior.
The argument that the risks of parasite transmission
through cannibalism outweigh any beneﬁts arises from two
central tenets. First, scientists were under the erroneous impression that incidences of cannibalism were extremely rare
in nature (Eibl-Eibelsfelt 1961; Dawkins 1976). Although
later work indicates that cannibalism occurs with high frequency across many taxa (Fox 1975; Polis 1981; Ibáñez and
Keyl 2010; Richardson et al. 2010; Ohlberger et al. 2012), several studies suggested that the risk of parasite transmission
could be a dominating factor limiting cannibalistic behavior
and leading to its supposed infrequency across most species
(Elgar and Crespi 1992; Pfennig et al. 1998; Curtis 2014). Second, studies of kuru in the Fore people of New Guinea, as well
as other work with prion diseases, have indirectly promoted
the idea that cannibalism could be a common mechanism responsible for the spread of parasites (Lindenbaum 1979; Klitzman et al. 1984; Collinge et al. 2006). Indeed, there is clear
empirical evidence that some wildlife diseases can be spread
through cannibalism (Pfennig et al. 1991; Boots 1998; Forbes
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Cannibalism as the Sole Form of Disease Transmission
Cannibalism itself is unlikely to spread disease because the
net number of infected individuals in the population cannot increase after one infected individual is consumed by a
single cannibal (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). Further,
infected cannibals can only reduce the prevalence of the
disease by continuing to eat infected and uninfected conspeciﬁcs (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). This is shown in
a susceptible-infected model with disease transmission occurring only through cannibalism (Rudolf and Antonovics
2007), where
dS
p bN 1 eaN 2 2 aNS 2 dagIS 2 dS,
dt

Here the rate of change of susceptibles (S) and infecteds (I)
is determined by the birth of new susceptibles (bN, where
N p S 1 I); the increase in births due to resources gained
from cannibals consuming victims, e; the cannibalism rate,
a; the transmission of disease from infected victims to the
cannibal(s), d; the group size of cannibals per victim, g; the
background death rate, d; and the increase in infected individual mortality rate, v. For simplicity, this model assumes
that infection takes hold immediately but only results in a
higher mortality rate and does not alter cannibalistic behavior or production of new susceptible offspring. While cannibalistic transmission of disease can make cannibalism of in-
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2000; Pfennig 2000; Williams and Hernández 2006; Rudolf
and Antonovics 2007; Bolker et al. 2008). As a result, the idea
that cannibalism spreads disease or at least creates signiﬁcant
risk of infection for cannibals has continued to dominate the
ecological literature.
In contrast, the ecological and evolutionary literature has
paid surprisingly little attention to how cannibalism affects
parasites and how this alters the relationship between cannibalism and disease. In this review, we take a comprehensive look at the interaction of cannibalism and parasites and
synthesize the ﬁndings of recent theoretical and empirical
studies. Based on this body of work, we identify and discuss
three main mechanisms/concepts (ﬁg. 1) whereby cannibalism can alter the prevalence and transmission of parasites
(i.e., micro and, to a lesser extent, macroparasite pathogens).
First, we discuss per capita effects of cannibalism on disease
transmission (ﬁg. 1A; Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). Second,
we show how cannibalism can reduce the spread of diseases
and does not always lead to higher risk of transmission for
the cannibal (ﬁg. 1B; Hart 1990; Reed et al. 1996; Boots
1998; Meunier 2015). Third, we discuss the ways that pathogens and cannibalism interact with stage-structured host
populations and how this affects population and disease dynamics (ﬁg. 1C; Claessen et al. 2004; Rudolf 2008; Ohlberger
et al. 2012). Together, these mechanisms, which operate
across taxa, alter multiple facets of parasite transmission
and often make cannibalism more likely to prevent disease
rather than disease limiting cannibalism. Following these
sections, we discuss how details in the strategies of cannibals and hosts can alter both cannibal risk and parasite
spread. We then consider the relationship between cannibalism and broader behavioral and evolutionary questions
such as ﬁlial cannibalism. Finally, we highlight gaps in cur-
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Figure 1: Three major mechanisms by which cannibalism negatively affects disease transmission: per capita (A), population level (B; dark
region in the upper left denotes areas of population extinction), and size/stage structured (C; dashed line p noncannibalistic population,
solid line p cannibalistic population). Per capita ﬁgure derived from Rudolf and Antonovics (2007).
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fected victims individually risky, this model indicates that a
parasite spread only through one-on-one cannibalism cannot invade a cannibalistic population (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). The ﬁndings of this analytical solution are borne
out in the scarcity of diseases spread exclusively through
cannibalism. While many diseases are spread somewhat incidentally though cannibalism (i.e., cannibalism is not a
major transmission source), none is known to transmit
solely through the killing and consumption of conspeciﬁcs,
even for the few diseases where cannibalism represents a
major course of transmission (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007).
We caution that this pattern may partly be caused by the interaction between large populations and their diseases as
compared to small populations. If cannibalistic transmission is perfect or near so, then even with only one-on-one
cannibalism, population size goes down while the number
of infections stays the same. This could lead to a noticeable
increase in prevalence within a small cannibalistic population as cannibals pass the infection between increasingly
fewer individuals. Even in this case, however, the actual
number of infections will not increase due to cannibalism.
While one-on-one cannibalism cannot promote the spread
of disease, cannibalism can still spread disease through a population by itself if, on average, more than one susceptible individual becomes infected per cannibalistic event (Rudolf and
Antonovics 2007). For this to occur, however, multiple cannibals must consume the same infected victim. Even in the
case of group cannibalism, transmission must also be high
enough in concert with the average group size to maintain
more than one new infection per cannibalistic event on infected hosts (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). These rules were
likely met in the case of the prion disease kuru, which spread
in human populations in New Guinea, since multiple individuals contacted and consumed the remains of recently dead
infected individuals, and the transmission rate was high (Lindenbaum 1979; Klitzman et al. 1984; Collinge et al. 2006). The
spread of kuru through cannibalism alone is perhaps incidental to the situation, since prion proteins can spread through
a number of mechanisms involving transfer of contaminated body ﬂuids (Collinge 2001). In general, most examples of group consumption of conspeciﬁc victims come from
humans and their closest relatives, the chimpanzees (Arcadi
and Wrangham 1999; Mitani et al. 2002; Wilson et al. 2004;
Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). Other sociable and predatory
animals, such as wolves and lions, rarely consume conspeciﬁcs in groups (Rausch 1967; Bertram 1975). The prevalence
of group cannibalism in invertebrates is less well known, but
group cannibalism could occur in some species that frequently
occur at high density or live in social groups (see, e.g., Wissinger et al. 2003; Vijendravarma et al. 2013). Given that cannibals rarely share infected victims in nature, theory suggests that lethal cannibalism is an insufﬁcient transmission
mechanism in the absence of any other transmission mech-
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anisms to ensure the persistence of parasites across most
populations.
The absence of diseases spread exclusively through cannibalism is striking, given how common trophic transmission
of parasites is in other systems. For example, the consumption of living victims is the only mode of transmission for
many parasites, which spread from intermediate hosts (i.e.,
prey) to deﬁnite hosts (i.e., predators; Kuris 1974; Lafferty
1999; Johnson et al. 2010). Other forms of trophic transmission often considered cannibalism, such as nonlethal partial
consumption (i.e., Sarcocystis in lizards [Matuschka and
Bannert 1989] or devil facial tumor disease in Tasmanian
devils [McCallum et al. 2009]), are not constrained in the
same way as the killing and consumption of conspeciﬁcs
(Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). Since infected individuals
are not killed or removed from the populations in these systems, these transmission routes are more similar to standard
frequency-dependent transmission, which allows transmission of the parasite to more than one conspeciﬁc at more
than one time. Together these empirical and theoretical studies indicate that, compared to other forms of trophic transmission, cannibalism appears to be a disadvantageous mechanism for a pathogen to solely exploit without relying on other
means of transmission.
Cannibalism Culls the Infected and Reduces
the Susceptible Population
Not all diseases that can spread in cannibalistic populations are transmitted through cannibalism, yet cannibalism can still inhibit the spread of these diseases via two related mechanisms. First, cannibalism can be an intense
form of density-dependent population regulation that decreases the number of susceptible hosts (Fox 1975; Polis
1981; Wagner and Wise 1996; Moksnes 2004; Bolker et al.
2008; Van Allen and Rudolf 2013; Sadeh et al. 2016). Since
parasites transmitted via density-dependent means, as compared to frequency-dependent transmission, require a threshold density of susceptible hosts to invade a population (McCallum et al. 2001; Potapov et al. 2012), cannibalism could
keep populations below this threshold. Thus, cannibalism
can prevent or limit parasite invasion (Anderson and May
1980; McCallum et al. 2001; Potapov et al. 2012). Second,
the consumption of infected conspeciﬁcs will not increase
the number of infections (even if the parasite can be transmitted through cannibalism; see eq. [1]) and can decrease
the number of infected individuals, reducing disease transmission even without density-dependent transmission (Reed
et al. 1996; Boots 1998; Rudolf and Antonovics 2007; Bolker
et al. 2008; Sadeh et al. 2016). Through these mechanisms,
cannibalism is somewhat analogous to the culling of a wild
animal population to prevent the spread of disease (Potapov
et al. 2012; Brooks-Pollock et al. 2014). We can contrast the
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effects of cannibalism and proportional increases in mortality
(such as culling) on the dynamics of a horizontally spread
parasite using the general model,


dS
N
p bN 1 2
2 (m 1 h)S 2 bSI 1 eaN 2
dt
K

narrow range of parameter values exist where prevalence
is reduced (ﬁg. 2B). Excluding the pathogen with culling
requires especially ﬁnely tuned efforts, since only marginally higher rates of mortality will cause the population itself to collapse toward extinction. If the growth rate of the
population is too high (greater than h 1 m, both of which
are necessarily less than 1), then culling cannot exclude disease from the population (ﬁg. 2B). This limitation is not
nearly as strict with cannibalism, since mortality is limited
by the population size itself, leading to a nonlinear relationship between population growth rate and pathogen exclusion (ﬁg. 2A). Even in the simulation shown in ﬁgure 2A,
where cannibalistic transmission occurs in more than half
of cases (d p 0:6) and horizontal transmission is high
(b p 0:5), there is substantial parameter space where the
parasite either cannot invade or persists at low prevalence.
The ability for cannibalism to reduce parasite spread and
frequency in a population increases (all else equal) as transmission and population growth rates become lower (e.g., b,
d, e, and/or b decrease) but remains even when all cannibalistic events lead to a transmission event. From this epidemiological perspective, cannibalism has a strong tendency to
reduce the prevalence of horizontally transmitted parasites,
because it reduces population density and removes infected
individuals (when d ! 1 and when infected individuals consume other infected individuals).
While this result indicates that cannibalism tends to reduce parasite prevalence in a population, cannibals still often face a higher risk of infection than noncannibals because they consume infected victims. The strength of this

ð2Þ

2aNS 2 daIS,
dI
p bSI 2 (m 1 m 1 h)I 2 aNI 1 daIS,
dt

where S and I are the susceptible and infected individuals, respectively, and N p S 1 I. Susceptible individuals are added
to the population assuming logistic growth b(1 2 N=K)(N),
die naturally at the rate of mS, and become infected through
density-dependent horizontal (from individual to individual)
transmission at rate b. Infected individuals are instantaneously infectious and have mortality increased by rate m.
Both groups are equally susceptible to harvesting or culling,
h, and are cannibalistic, without regard to infection status,
at rate a. The parameters e and d represent the increase in
reproductive output individuals receive from cannibalism per
capita and the transmission rate of the disease through cannibalism on infected individuals, respectively.
Analysis of the model indicates that even low levels of
cannibalism reduce the prevalence of infection in the population and can result in the exclusion of the pathogen
across a wide range of parameter space (ﬁg. 2A). Culling
or harvesting, on the other hand, must be balanced very
closely to the growth rate of the population, since only a
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Figure 2: Effect of cannibalism (A) and culling (B) on equilibrium disease prevalence in a population across different population growth
rates and cannibalistic or culling mortality rates using equation (2). Darker shading indicates a higher equilibrium prevalence of the disease
within the population, and light gray areas in the upper left of both plots denote population extinction (equilibrium (S 1 I) ! 1). Light areas
indicate a failure of the pathogen to invade and establish (indicating that the reproductive rate of the parasite, R0, was !1 leading to equilibrium
disease prevalence !0.001). In both plots, the parameter associated with increased mortality varies between 0 and 1, and population growth rate
varies between 0.13 and 1.5. Both ranges were explored with 100 equally spaced steps of parameter values (in all, 100,000 combinations) run for
100 time steps. The parameters used for cannibalism (A) are K p 10,000, e p 0:3, d p 0:6, m p 0:06, b p 0:5, and m p 0:5, while for
culling (B), e p 0 and d p 0; all other parameters are the same as in panel A. Each simulation began with S p 20 and I p 0:5 to simulate
the invasion of a population by the parasite. Dashed lines through A are used for ﬁgure 3.
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infection risk varies with the ability of the parasites to transmit through cannibalism and the frequency of consuming
infected individuals. Cannibalistic transmission (d) is ﬁxed
in our population model (eq. [2]), but the frequency of consuming infected individuals changes with parasite prevalence for a given cannibalism rate and population size.
Higher cannibalism rates reduce parasite prevalence and
population size but increase the number of potentially infected victims that cannibals encounter. As a result, the
per capita risk of infection through cannibalism changes
nonlinearly (in eq. [2]) as cannibalism rates increase (ﬁg. 3).
At equilibrium densities, per capita infection risk for cannibals
increases brieﬂy as cannibalism rates increase, but this risk
soon declines as higher cannibalism rates more effectively
reduce parasite prevalence and the number of potential
victims (ﬁg. 3). As a result, infection risk for cannibals decreases as cannibalism rates become higher (relative to lower
cannibalism rates) and eventually reaches zero when cannibalism prevents a parasite from spreading in the population
(ﬁg. 3). This illustrates that while cannibalism does increase
individual risk of infection, more cannibalism may not result
in increasing risk, and indeed the opposite can be true (Bolker
et al. 2008). Furthermore, while cannibalism can be costly because of this increased infection risk, cannibalism has many
other beneﬁts that could overcome its costs (Fox 1975; Polis
1981; Pfennig 2000). More studies are needed that examine
the eco-evolutionary costs and beneﬁts of cannibalism in light
of this nonlinear risk of infection to determine when parasites
could select against cannibalism, and vice versa.
Size- and Stage-Structured Cannibalism
Who is a cannibal and who is a victim is frequently decided
by variation in size or stage (Fox 1975; Polis 1981; Claessen
et al. 2004; Ibáñez and Keyl 2010; Richardson et al. 2010;
Miller and Rudolf 2011). Earlier life stages tend to be smaller

A

B
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and less able to defend themselves. Consequently, older,
larger individuals typically consume earlier, smaller stages.
Many parasites affect the size/stage structure of a population at the individual level, by altering or stopping growth
and changing host behavior (Sait et al. 1994; Park et al.
1996; Kelehear et al. 2009; Hatcher et al. 2014; Bunke et al.
2015). Furthermore, larger and more mature individuals
tend to be more resistant and require higher doses to become infected, making younger/smaller stages an easier target for parasites (Feng et al. 1985; Briggs and Godfray 1995;
Boots 1998; Boff et al. 2000; Kelehear et al. 2009; Haislip
et al. 2011; Harrison and Hoover 2012). Thus, increased parasite prevalence in a population also frequently increases size
and activity differences among individuals and thereby increases the opportunity for targeted cannibalism of smaller
infected conspeciﬁcs. Such size-speciﬁc effects of parasites
can thus strongly interact with the population-culling effects
of cannibalism by increasing both the reduction of host density and targeted removal of infected individuals, but potentially decreasing the consumption of infecteds by infecteds
and increasing the quality of potential hosts when parasites
spread through cannibalism. With this increased biological
realism, the answers begin to lie in the details.
A particularly striking case of the interactions between
cannibalism and parasite-induced variation in size/stage
occurs in lepidopteran larvae infected with lethal baculoviruses. Baculoviruses are a large group of viruses that infect
a number of lepidopteran species. Lepidopteran larvae inadvertently ingest viral particles in the environment, and the virus prevents the infected host from continuing its development, but healthy individuals continue to grow (Elderd 2013).
This stunting effect can lead to substantial differences in
size and stage between healthy and infected individuals
(ﬁg. 4; Elderd et al. 2008; Elderd and Reilly 2014). Despite
being generally herbivorous, a high proportion of lepidopteran larvae are also cannibalistic (Richardson et al. 2010).

C

Figure 3: Risk of infection through cannibalism after the system reached equilibrium at the end of each simulation using equation (2). Each
ﬁgure represents a slice through panel A of ﬁgure 2. Instantaneous infection risk through cannibalistic activity (beyond any risk of infection
through horizontal transmission) occurs when consuming conspeciﬁcs who may or may not be infected with a parasite that can transfer
through cannibalism, but this risk does not linearly increase with increased cannibalistic activity. Infection risk is calculated by multiplying
the cannibalism rate by the cannibalistic transmission rate (d) and the number of infected individuals in the population at equilibrium (i.e.,
the number of infected potential victims). As a result, at equilibrium, infection risk p a # d # I. The cannibalistic transmission rate used
here is as in ﬁgure 2, d p 0:6.
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Figure 4: Two fall armyworm (Spodoptera frugiperda) caterpillars of the same age (within 24 h). The caterpillar on the left was infected with
the baculovirus Autographica californica multinucleate nucleopolyhedrovirus (AcMNPV) shortly after hatching and remained at that stage,
while the uninfected larger caterpillar continued to grow and is in the fourth instar in this photo. The smaller, infected individual is a very
inviting target for cannibalism by its much larger conspeciﬁc.

To understand how cannibalism may affect disease dynamics in such a stage-structured population, we constructed a
model using a suite of differential equations based on an
SEIR (susceptible, exposed, infectious, or recovered) model
(Fuller et al. 2012; Elderd and Reilly 2014) modiﬁed for this
cannibalistic insect host-parasite interaction:
m
X
dS
p 2bSP 2 faS
Ei ,
dt
i21
m
X
dE1
p bSP 1 faS
Ei 2 mdE1 2 aSE1 ,
dt
i21
ð3Þ
dEi
p mdEi21 2 mdEi 2 aSEi, i p 2 ::: m,
dt
dP
p mdEm 2 mP:
dt
Here susceptible individuals, S, move into the ﬁrst exposed
stage, E1, as determined by the transmission rate, b, and the
amount of pathogen, P, in the system. Susceptible individuals can also become infected by attacking and consuming exposed individuals, Ei, of various stages (1 ... m) given the attack rate, a, and the fraction of attacks, f, that result in an
infection. Individuals leave the ﬁrst exposed stage, E1, either
by moving to the next stage at rate md or by being consumed
by a susceptible individual. Eventually, exposed individuals
move through all m stages and liquefy to become pathogen,
P. The pathogen degrades over time due to UV sunlight exposure (Fuller et al. 2012) at rate m. There are no recovered

individuals in the model, as the parasite is fatal once infected. The exposed and infected (Ei) individuals move
through a number of discrete stages during which the pathogen develops in the host. Almost all microparasites have
some latent stage before peak infectiousness (Fraser et al.
2004); the length of the baculovirus latent stage is likely
due to the dramatic liquefaction of host tissue necessary for
transmission to occur (Fuller et al. 2012; Elderd 2013). The
total time in the exposed stage is the sum of m exponential
distributions, which is a gamma distribution with a mean
time in the exposed class of 1=d and a variance of (1=md2 ).
This model describes a single epidemic of baculovirus infection in a cohort of fall armyworms (Spodoptera frugiperda).
Note, we assume only susceptible individuals are cannibals
and all exposed individuals are equally infectious. The former holds if healthy individuals readily consume infected
individuals. The latter is an assumption that can be relaxed
but could be considered conservative.
Under this stage-structured framework (ﬁg. 5), the cumulative fraction of individuals infected during a disease
outbreak is always less than if a population was noncannibalistic at relatively high host densities (solid lines as compared to the dashed lines). At low host densities, cannibalism can slightly increases transmission of the disease but
only when the cannibalistic transmission rate is very high
(e.g., 90% in ﬁg. 5A). However, as host density increases,
the disease reduction effects of cannibalism becomes stronger with increasing cannibalism rates. Interestingly, infec-
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Figure 5: Effects of cannibalism on the cumulative fraction of individuals infected during a disease outbreak. Only infected individuals are
cannibalized, and host pupation occurs after 30 days. Cannibalism rates of infected individuals are similar to what might be expected in
lepidopteran host-pathogen systems where the host is cannibalistic, such as in fall armyworms (Spodoptera frugiperda). In both plots, the
dashed line represents noncannibalistic populations. As transmission rate of the parasite through cannibalism increases, the dynamics become more similar to noncannibalistic populations (dark to light solid gray lines). A, The attack rate, a, equals 0.02; the number of stages, m,
equals 8; d equals 1/7.2; and the cannibalistic transmission rate of the parasite increases from 0 (darkest gray solid line) to 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9
(lightest gray solid line). B, The cannibalistic transmission rate, f, equals 0.01; the number of stages m equals 8; d equals 1/7.2; and the attack
rate increases from 0.001 (lightest gray solid line) to 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1 (darkest gray solid line). In general, as the attack rate decreases, the
overall fraction infected increases.

tion rates peak at medium host densities in cannibalistic
populations and decline as host density increases, while infection rates simply increase to 100% in noncannibalistic
populations (ﬁg. 5). This difference in patterns of infection
frequency between cannibalistic and noncannibalistic populations suggests that the nonlinear effects of cannibalism
seen in equation (2) operate similarly here.
Our work with S. frugiperda shows that fourth-instar
larvae consuming infected ﬁrst-instar larvae are infected
less than 10% of the time, suggesting that cannibalism could
effectively reduce infection rates in real populations (ﬁg. 5;
B. G. Van Allen and B. D. Elderd, unpublished data). While
the ﬁgure shows epizootic dynamics when larvae pupate after
30 days, which is reasonable for the fall armyworm, the dynamics change very little if the pupation time is either increased or decreased. In this system, cannibalism could have
a greater effect toward reducing disease, as infected larger individuals remain cannibalistic for days. The infection progresses more slowly in these larger hosts, but they then produce
far more viral particles when they liquefy, whether they acquire the disease from cannibalism or horizontal transmission (Valicente et al. 2013). By the time this happens, however,
the rest of the uninfected cohort will have pupated and any
virus produced will have to survive to infect a new cohort.
Overall, stage-structured cannibalism and the higher proba-

bility of smaller stages becoming infected and cannibalized in
many systems could act to increase the impacts of the per
capita and population-level effects of cannibalism on parasite
transmission.
Through these three individual- and population-level
mechanisms, cannibalism should tend to reduce the prevalence and/or ﬁtness of parasites invading cannibalistic populations. One or more of these mechanisms most likely operates in virtually every cannibalistic population (table 1). The
three models presented here are the ﬁrst logical steps to examine the dynamics of cannibalism and disease spread, but
they focus on simple (albeit common) scenarios. However, particular life histories and parasite strategies in the real world
could potentially alter the relationship between cannibalism
and disease. In the remainder of this article, we examine how
widely different outcomes in the relationship between cannibalism and parasites are possible, ﬁrst primarily from the perspective of variation in cannibals and then from the perspective of variation in parasites.
Devil in the Details: A Cannibal’s Perspective
Cannibalism increases the chance of becoming infected when
parasites capable of surviving the transmission from victim
to cannibal occur in the population (i.e., ﬁg. 3). This increased
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Lab experiment

Field survey

Lab experiment

Lab experiment
Lab experiment

Lab experiment

Lab experiment and model

Lab experiment
Lab experiment

Cane toad and lungworms

Arctic char and cestodan parasites

Sand goby and pathogenic water mold

Fall armyworm and iridovirus

Fall armyworm and baculovirus

Oblique-banded leafroller and parasitoid wasp

Indian meal moth and parasitic wasp

Indian meal moth and viral parasite

Termites and entomopathogenic fungi

High risk of infection but decreases
with size difference (unclear)
None (promote)

Virus spreads well through cannibalism (unclear)
Low transmission to highly cannibalistic larger stages, less cannibalism in smaller more susceptible
stages (reduce)
Parasite spreads through cannibalism moderately well (unclear)
Only consumption of infected
conspeciﬁcs, no transmission
(promote)
No risk of infection (promote)

Risk of infection reduces cannibalism
(reduce)
Prefer consuming congeners over
conspeciﬁcs (reduce)
Empirically parameterized model:
risk of infection does not reduce
cannibalism (no effect)
Parasites readily spread through
cannibalism to large cannibals
(unclear)
Parasites readily spread through
cannibalism to large cannibals
(unclear)
None (promote)

Effect on cannibals (direction)

Pizzato and Shine 2011

Hammar 2000

Unclear (beneﬁts?)

Unclear (beneﬁts?)

Cannibalism kills parasitoid
and thins population (negative)
Cannibalism thins population
(unclear)
Kills parasite and eliminates
spread (negative)

Reduces industrial production
of virus (negative)
Kills parasitoid (negative)

Chouvenc and Su 2012

Boots 1998

Reed et al. 1996

Wang and Daane 2014

Valicente et al. 2013

Williams and Hernandez
2006
Chapman et al. 1999

Lehtonen and Kvarnemo
2015

Bolker et al. 2008

Not beneﬁcial (negative?)

Consuming portion of eggs
reduces chance of egg
parasites (negative)
Cannibalism thins population
(unclear)
Not measured (unclear)

Pfennig et al. 1998

Pfennig et al. 1991

Citation

Not measured (unclear)

Not measured (unclear)

Effect on parasites (direction)

Note: Direction brackets for effects on cannibalism indicate whether the study suggests that the interaction between cannibalism and parasites should lead to selection (individual or kin) to promote or reduce
cannibalistic behavior from the cannibal’s perspective. Direction brackets for effects on parasites indicate whether the interaction between cannibalism and disease should have beneﬁcial or negative effects on
parasite prevalence or parasite ﬁtness within the cannibalistic population. Note that a number of the studies do not provide a clear picture in terms of which direction should be favored for the cannibal and/or the
parasite. Almost all studies involve cannibalism on infected conspeciﬁcs (model 1), many involve population thinning (model 2), and many involve stage structure (model 3).

Field survey and lab experiments

Type of data

Tiger salamander and bacterial pathogens

Host-parasite system

Table 1: List of empirical and empirically parameterized studies that examine cannibalism and disease transmission with direct or hypothesized relevance for prevalence
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risk relative to noncannibals would seem to select against the
evolution of cannibalism that speciﬁcally targets infected individuals. Indeed, across a number of systems, there is evidence of a behavioral tendency to avoid infected conspeciﬁcs
(Boots 1998; Pfennig et al. 1998; Crossland et al. 2011; Curtis
2014), though a tendency to cannibalize smaller and weaker
conspeciﬁcs can directly oppose this (Boots 1998; Pizzato and
Shine 2011). However, when there is no risk of infection for
cannibals that consume infected individuals, it appears that
targeted cannibalism of infected individuals can occur. For
example, the targeted consumption of cannibalized conspeciﬁcs when risk to cannibals is nonexistent could help explain
why some pathogens fail to control their hosts. The entomopathogenic fungus Metarhizium anisopliae has long been considered a promising candidate for biocontrol of subterranean
termites. Yet, attempts to induce an epidemic of this pathogen
in natural colonies have proved fruitless for decades (Chouvenc
et al. 2011). This could be at least partially driven by termite
behavior: termites use burial and cannibalism of moribund
individuals to prevent the transmission of fungal pathogens
within their colonies (Rosengaus and Traniello 2001; Chouvenc
and Su 2012; Meunier 2015). Importantly, M. anisopliae does
not transmit through the gut and does not form disease-causing
spores until after the host is dead, making cannibalism of moribund individuals nearly risk free (Rosengaus and Traniello
2001). Accounting for the coordinated cannibalism and burial
of infected conspeciﬁcs, 75% of a termite population must simultaneously become infected with a lethal dose of the pathogen to cause an epidemic that will destroy the colony, which
is highly unrealistic in structurally complex subterranean termite colonies (Chouvenc and Su 2012). Reports of caterpillars
of lepidopteran species preferentially or only consuming conspeciﬁcs with either nontransmissible parasitoids (Reed et al.
1996; Wang and Daane 2014) or transmissible parasitoids
(Boots 1998) suggests that this phenomenon is worthy of further examination. Ignoring the negative effects of cannibalism on parasites can be a costly mistake for those interested in
using parasites for biocontrol (Chouvenc et al. 2011).
While examples of targeted cannibalism of infected conspeciﬁcs are rare in the literature, this behavior may be more
common and simply overlooked, especially if cannibalism
occurs before individuals become visibly sick (to the researcher).
While caution is warranted in ascribing adaptive signiﬁcance to a species’ behavior, whether it avoids or targets infecteds (Poulin 1995), it seems that killing a parasite in a lethally infected host before it is able to further transmit can
have clear selective beneﬁts for an uninfected cannibal and
its relatives. Future studies are needed to determine how frequent this behavior is in nature.
The relationship between individual risk of infection
through cannibalism and the ability of cannibalism to reduce the prevalence of disease could be an important factor
leading to variation in the rate of cannibalism between pop-
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ulations or species. Based on the models in this article and
others, the correlations between individual risk of infection
during cannibalism and the population-level frequency of
cannibalism should often be negative (eqq. [2], [3]; ﬁg. 3;
Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). However, as the prevalence
and transmission rate of a parasite increases, higher cannibalism rates are required to reduce parasite prevalence as
transmission rate increases (i.e., ﬁg. 2 and comparisons between panels in ﬁg. 3). As a result, higher parasite transmission rates could select against increased cannibalism rates,
until higher cannibalism rates reduce risk sufﬁciently to
balance it against the associated beneﬁts of cannibalism. Interestingly, this eco-evolutionary relationship between cannibalism rate, individual risk, and parasite transmission rate
mirrors other work on cannibalism in dispersing populations
(Rudolf et al. 2010). Species or populations that start with low
cannibalism rates could be less likely to reach the point where
cannibalism reduces disease and more likely to ﬁnd risk of
infection selecting against cannibalism. In any case, while
low cannibalism rates and high pathogen prevalence may
make cannibalism individually risky, it still would tend to reduce parasite prevalence and thus also be risky for the parasite (ﬁg. 3; Rudolf and Antonovics 2007; Bolker et al. 2008).
Cannibalism as a way to speciﬁcally remove individuals
to prevent disease spread could potentially also help explain the conundrum of ﬁlial cannibalism. Cannibalism is
expected to be most common in animals when consuming
close relatives (kin) is unlikely (Fox 1975; Polis 1981; Pfennig 1997; Rudolf et al. 2010). However, the practice of ﬁlial
cannibalism, the consumption of eggs or juveniles by parents,
is a widespread exception to this rule (Polis 1981; Smith and
Reay 1991; Elgar and Crespi 1992; Richardson et al. 2010). By
consuming weak or recently infected individuals, parents
could protect their healthier offspring from later infection
through eliminating current parasites and a reduction in
clutch/litter density (Polis 1981; Hart 1990; Elgar and Crespi
1992; Richardson et al. 2010; Lehtonen and Kvarnemo 2015).
This possibility ties well to recent work suggesting that the
strength of kin selection varies with estimated future ﬁtness
(Dugas et al. 2016) and suggests that ﬁlial cannibalism could
be another estimation of risk (including the risk of disease
transmission) balanced against offspring potential (Lehtonen
and Kvarnemo 2015). While additional explanations for ﬁlial
cannibalism exist, such as maintaining balance between future costs of offspring rearing and resource levels (Fox 1975;
Rohwer 1978; Polis 1981; Manica 2002; Klug and Bonsall
2007), the casting of ﬁlial cannibalism as a mechanism that
reduces the prevalence of parasites is similar to a smallerscale version of the culling through cannibalism concept
outlined above. This suggests that diseases may actually promote evolution of ﬁlial cannibalism, but this intriguing hypothesis remains to be tested (but see Lehtonen and Kvarnemo 2015).
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Across the diversity of hosts and pathogens, the effect of
cannibalism on parasite transmission in the population could
vary for a number of reasons. Diseases with a longer latent period before they become transmittable are more susceptible
to removal through (even incidental) cannibalism, as they are
also more likely to be removed through quarantine and other
mechanisms that remove infected individuals from the wider
population (Hart 1990; Fraser et al. 2004; Chouvenc and Su
2012; Wang and Daane 2014). If the parasite induces traits
in infected individuals that make them less likely to be consumed, or if the parasite is transmitted through frequency dependence instead of density dependence (thereby removing a
speciﬁc population size threshold for disease spread), the
strength of the density-dependent effects of cannibalism are
likely to be reduced (Potapov et al. 2012; Rudolf et al. 2012).
Parasites can also increase the cannibalistic behavior of hosts,
which can indirectly increase (i.e., by consuming susceptibles)
or directly decrease (i.e., by consuming infecteds) the prevalence of the parasite, as well as decrease population density
(Bunke et al. 2015). When a pathogen invades the community
at a high rate, such as when a co-occurring population of a different species or an environmental source transmits the disease to the cannibalistic population, the ability of cannibalism
to reduce parasite frequency could be overwhelmed and cannibalism could perhaps even increase the rate of parasite
spread (Pfennig et al. 1991; Altizer et al. 2003, 2011; Rudolf
and Antonovics 2005; McCallum 2012). In this spillover
scenario, a disease could perhaps more easily select against
cannibalism. However, even in this case, models suggest
that the risk of disease through cannibalism must be both
high and persistent (Bolker et al. 2008).
Devil in the Details: A Parasite’s Perspective
While cannibalism of infected hosts can certainly be risky
for susceptible cannibals, the parasite risks death with a
best-case alternative of infecting a new host. Even if the parasite infects the new host, this will simply replace the old
host with a new one in most situations (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). However, there are a number of life-history
strategies a pathogen can adopt to avoid or ameliorate a reduction in its prevalence/ﬁtness in a cannibalistic population. Cannibalism most simply represents an increased mortality rate of infected and susceptible hosts. Theory predicts
that increased host mortality will favor faster onset of transmission and higher transmission rates for the parasite, possibly resulting in higher virulence and, subsequently, faster
death rates (Anderson and May 1982; Ewald 1983; Gandon
et al. 2001). Decreasing the latent period and beginning to
spread more quickly also gives cannibals less time to consume
infected hosts. Surviving cannibalism by infecting the cannibal still usually results in fewer available hosts and forces the
parasite to start over in the new host, delaying further trans-

mission. While surviving cannibalism and increasing virulence may ameliorate a bad situation to insure continued infection of the host, these potential parasite responses will not
directly result in cannibalism increasing the spread of disease.
Parasites infecting populations with stage-structured cannibalism can also avoid the negative effects of cannibalism
by simply targeting the larger, cannibalistic individuals that
are immune to cannibalism themselves (Rudolf et al. 2012).
However, larger individuals may be less vulnerable to infection (Feng et al. 1985; Briggs and Godfray 1995; Boots 1998;
Boff et al. 2000; Kelehear et al. 2009; Haislip et al. 2011;
Harrison and Hoover 2012), and in the absence of cannibalism, competition among parasites typically imposes strong
selection for a parasite to attack the younger stages of their
hosts (Rudolf et al. 2012). Parasites that specialize in infecting the cannibalistic stage can escape the direct effects
of cannibalism entirely but must be capable of selecting
and infecting these individuals and are left with only those
hosts who have made it through the earlier stage (Rudolf
et al. 2012). However, when cannibals specialize on infected
victims without regard to size, no stage may be safe. Whether
cannibalism is rare or common in a population, it likely has
negative effect on parasites.
Despite the generally negative impact of cannibalism on
parasite spread and ﬁtness, there are situations and systems where cannibalism could increase the spread of disease (Sadeh and Rosenheim 2016; Sadeh et al. 2016). First,
the parasite must be capable of surviving cannibalistic encounters and transferring to the cannibal. Second, if this
new host has higher survival, more resources, or perhaps
has contact with more new susceptible hosts, then the parasite could ﬁnd itself in a much better situation than in
its original host. This situation can provide a clear beneﬁt
for the parasite (Pizzato and Shine 2011), especially when
small hosts are both more susceptible to parasites and
more likely to die in other ways before the parasite can reproduce (e.g., through predation or other parasite infections). As parasites are transferred to safe cannibalistic
hosts through cannibalistic transmission and small/vulnerable individuals die off due to their higher rate of mortality, the overall rate of infection can increase by default
even without further transmission (Hammar 2000; Pizzato
and Shine 2011). Reaching these safe hosts also allows the
parasite to reach the part of the population not regulated
by cannibalism and escape its effects. This effect requires
speciﬁc life histories and situations for both the parasite
and host, but there is evidence that it occurs in multiple
taxa (Hammar 2000; Pizzato and Shine 2011), and more
work is needed to determine how often parasites can use
cannibalism to their advantage this way.
In combination with certain alternative modes of transmission, cannibalism could act to increase parasite spread
instead of decreasing it. In situations where a disease is
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transmitted vertically (from mother to offspring only), recent work indicates that cannibalism can indirectly increase
disease prevalence by reducing the number of susceptibles
while infected juveniles are added to the population (Sadeh
and Rosenheim 2016). An example of this is likely found in
the group of microsporidian pathogens that infect freshwater
amphipods (MacNeil et al. 2003). Multiple sources assert that
these pathogens are spread solely through cannibalism (MacNeil et al. 2003; Bunke et al. 2015). However, microsporidian
parasites of freshwater amphipods are additionally vertically
transmitted and alter population sex ratios (Bandi et al. 2001;
Terry et al. 2004). Both factors would not be apparent in many
experimental designs but could facilitate pathogen persistence in the population by themselves (Hurst 1993). Infected
amphipods are also more cannibalistic, which could additionally increase the production of infected offspring without any further cannibalistic disease transmission (Bunke et al.
2015). In this way, cannibalism could work with vertically
transmitted parasites to increase parasite spread (Sadeh and
Rosenheim 2016).
Our review indicates that the relationship between cannibalism and disease could be a critical link in the spread
of parasites in a wide range of animal populations. Yet this
link has received surprisingly limited attention. The low
recognition of the importance of cannibalism for reducing
the prevalence of infectious disease likely stems from a number of direct and indirect biases on our measurements and
perceptions. There has been a long-standing unjustiﬁed stigma
against cannibalism implying that it should be rare in nature
(Eibl-Eibelsfelt 1961). As a consequence, cannibalism is still
highly understudied, especially as related to its interaction
with parasitism, despite its high frequency across the animal
kingdom. Cannibalism is most likely noticed in species with
many offspring and relatively fast life histories, such as invertebrates, ﬁsh, and many reptile and amphibian species (Polis and Myers 1985; Smith and Reay 1991; Ibáñez and Keyl
2010; Richardson et al. 2010), and since diseases are much
less understood or studied in invertebrates and other smaller
animals than in large vertebrates, the empirical evidence
linking cannibalism to disease is also less well known. Cannibalism is generally less frequent in the largest vertebrates as
well, barring certain social species (Fox 1975; Polis 1981;
Fernandez-Jalvo et al. 1996; Rudolf and Antonovics 2007),
leading to the situation where cannibalism is not common
enough to signiﬁcantly reduce disease, yet parasites could still
perhaps spread through it (Forbes 2000; Pozio 2013). Additionally, noting the presence of disease is perhaps much more
compelling than noting the absence of disease in an organism
or population. As a result, the attention paid to exceptional
systems where cannibalism appears to readily transmit parasites and spread disease could overshadow other systems in
which cannibalism reduces disease spread or has little effect
on it. In addition to the cultural taboo of cannibalism, these
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factors likely play a major role in slowing our recognition of
the impacts of cannibalism on infectious disease.
Future Directions
The progress synthesized in this review reveals the importance of eco-evolutionary feedbacks between cannibalism
and infectious diseases and suggests a range of open and exciting avenues for future research. We show a number of
mechanisms through which cannibalism can reduce parasite prevalence and spread, while in many cases also reducing the negative selective effects of parasites on cannibals.
We additionally highlight the mechanisms through which
cannibalism sometimes could enhance the spread of disease
(Sadeh and Rosenheim 2016; Sadeh et al. 2016) and rarer
cases where it appears that cannibalistic behavior could
have arisen to combat or avoid parasites (Chouvenc and
Su 2012; Lehtonen and Kvarnemo 2015; table 1).
Empirical examinations of the relationship between cannibalism and pathogen prevalence in natural populations,
however, are few and scattered (Pfennig et al. 1991; Reed
et al. 1996; Chouvenc and Su 2012; Lehtonen and Kvarnemo 2015), and more empirical work in natural or laboratory settings is needed. While theory suggests that cannibalism should reduce the prevalence of parasites and their
ability to invade the population, this is largely untested.
Similarly, it is unknown which of the different mechanisms
(such as per capita vs. population density) are most important, and whether there are systematic differences across
taxa groups, life histories, or environments.
The evolutionary consequences of cannibalism for parasite life history are largely unstudied (Rudolf et al. 2012; table 1). In this review, we outline predictions from general
epidemic theory that could be tested along gradients of cannibalistic behavior in a suitable system. Whether cannibalism could select for earlier onset of transmission, increased
noncannibalistic transmission, and/or increased cannibalistic transmission separately or simultaneously—and how
this might vary between different life histories and systems—is an open question. Changes to parasite life history
and prevalence could feed back to alter cannibalistic behavior as well. Evolutionary theory predicts that cannibalism
and disease should have an antagonistic relationship, with
the prevalence of each selecting against the other (Pfennig
et al. 1991, 1998; Bolker et al. 2008), though which process
limits the other more strongly and how their interactions
play out in terms of both traits (evolution) and through host
and pathogen dynamics (ecology) remain open questions.
The effects and importance of the interactions between
cannibalism and disease in different environments, life
histories, and systems will certainly vary, and a number
of approaches will be needed to understand this important
connection between parasites and the life history of their
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hosts. More natural history data on parasite prevalence and
cannibalism rates is essential to determining the relationship
between cannibalism and disease across taxa (Tewksbury
et al. 2014). Combined natural history, experiments, and models have provided much of the work on cannibalism and disease thus far (Pfennig et al. 1991; Reed et al. 1996; Boots 1998;
Bolker et al. 2008; Pizzato and Shine 2011; Lehtonen and
Kvarnemo 2015; Sadeh and Rosenheim 2016; Sadeh et al.
2016), but much more work across taxa is needed to identify
general patterns. Once more empirical investigations of these
issues have been completed, a meta-analysis of their results
and the prevalence of cannibalistic behavior and parasitism
rates for populations or species could be used along with
theoretical work to provide evidence to support or weaken
the arguments outlined in this article and determine any potential phylogenetic patterns. Such a meta-analysis would
provide much needed direction for future work in understanding the ecological and evolutionary relationships between cannibalism and parasite transmission.

Conclusion
In this review, we have shown that across taxa, systems, and
life histories, cannibalism is often likely to decrease the
prevalence or spread of parasites. From the perspective of
a population or an epidemiologist then, cannibalism should
reduce the spread of disease. From an individual perspective, we have shown that the risk of infection is often very
low, but in certain situations it could be substantial (Pfennig et al. 1998; Rudolf and Antonovics 2007). As a result,
cannibalism and parasites may ﬁnd themselves in an antagonistic situation, both inﬂicting costs on each other (Pfennig et al. 1998; Bolker et al. 2008). However, in many cases,
it seems that cannibalism should reduce disease prevalence
and thereby decrease the negative selective effect of parasites on cannibalism, and not vice versa (Rudolf and Antonovics 2007; Bolker et al. 2008). This reduction in the effects
of parasites on cannibals could then allow the direct positive effects of cannibalism (resources, reduced competition)
to become more heavily weighted, balanced only against the
other classic negative effects (injury and killing kin; Polis
1981; Rudolf et al. 2010). In sum, we propose that the multiple mechanisms by which cannibalism reduces the risk of
disease tend to reduce the negative effects of disease on cannibalism beyond what is usually appreciated. The focus of
much work on cannibalism posits that cannibalism may
transmit disease and that the associated negative effects of
disease transmission may select against cannibalism. As
we have shown, this is in conﬂict with recent theoretical
and empirical work. More research is needed to clarify
the relationship between cannibalism and disease, and what
governs variation in this relationship between systems. Un-

til this is done, we provided some building blocks that can
be used to demonstrate that the relationship between cannibalism and disease is complex but can often involve more
costs for the parasite than for the hosts, thus reducing the
prevalence of disease.
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